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Chapterr 3 

Generalizedd molecular-field treatment of magnetic 
orderingg in locally isotropic systems, applied to 
Gd-basedd compounds 

3.11 Introduction 

Inn the standard molecular-field treatment of the Heisenberg exchange interaction in 

systemss consisting of two or more magnetic sublattices, the average spin moment at a 

certainn lattice site is directly related to the magnetic moment of the sublattice to which that 

latticee site belongs (see e.g. the treatment of ferrimagnetism in ref. [1]). Consequently, in 

thee derivation of the ordering temperature(s) the expected division in sublattices has to be 

assumedd beforehand. However, in a more general approach, one considers the stability of 

e.g.e.g. the paramagnetic state with respect to any ordering mode. For periodic (crystalline) 

systems,, in a natural way, the ordering modes correspond to the Fourier components of the 

magneticc moments. In general, only a single mode (i.e. Fourier component) will be 

involvedd in the magnetic ordering transition, and the derivation gives both the ordering 

temperaturee and the ordered structure itself (see e.g. refs. [2, 3]). Such a 'generalized 

molecular-fieldd treatment' has been used to describe antiferromagnetic ordering of Gd 

momentss in compounds of Gd with non-magnetic other atoms [4, 5J. In particular, it was 

arguedd that the behaviour described by the 'classical' antiferromagnetic two-sublattice 

modell  can be expected to occur for many other (helical) magnetic structures as well. 

Here,, the model is worked out more explicitly, and some possible ways of extending the 

modell  are indicated. In particular, the interaction between localized (rare earth) moments 

andd an itinerant electron band is taken into account, albeit in a phenomenological way. 
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22 2 Chapterr 3 

First,, the basic equations (equilibrium conditions and stability requirements) are derived, in 

aa general way. valid for both amorphous and crystalline materials. Then, the approach is 

appliedd to systems with translational symmetry, and subsequently applied to Gd-moments 

interactingg with an itinerant electron band. 

3.22 The basic equations 

Forr a set of /Vtot magnetic moments (spin operators 5/) the Heisenberg exchange 

hamiltoniann is 

Wc^-ïijJijSiSjWc^-ïijJijSiSj (3.1a) 

Here,, the summation runs over all sites» (/', j = \. 2..., ZVlot). In the molecular-field 

approximationn this hamiltonian is reduced to a sum of 'single-ion' hamiltonians and 

correctionn terms 

MMnn = - I , 7 2J,j <Sj>Sj + l y J0<S,><Sj> (3.1b) 

Forr simplicity, we assume that the (thermal) average <S,> is related to the 'local magnetic 

moment'' //, (= -#,  </, >uB, where g, and J, are the Lande factor and the total angular 

momentumm operator, respectively, of the atom at site /') by 

<Si><Si>  = -(gj~\)/ij/gj\LB (3.2) 

Thee exchange energy can now be written as 

£exx = <<?^ex > = - £// Jij <S,xSj> = - V£.ij nij/iifij  (3.3) 

with h 

n,jn,j = 2(g, ~ 1 )(g, -1 )/„  ngigj UB2) (3.4) 

Fromm either eq. (3.1b) or eq. (3.3), we infer that a 'molecular field', B/no! = X//J,> ftj- a c ts o n 

thee moment//,. In fact, we assume that//, is the (local) response to the local effective field 

fifi .err.err=B=B moi + B.^PP  ̂ w n e re Bm i s t h e a p p l i ed f i e l d at s i te L T h en f o r t h e l o c a Uy i s o t r o p ic 

systemss under consideration, //, and B,eft should point in the same direction, so there must 

existt positive parameters «,-, such that a, //, = B,efi. Alternatively, one may state that, in 

equilibrium,, the local field Bf{t should equal VMF, (T, //,), the gradient of the (temperature 

dependent)) 'local free energy'. Evidently, the parameters a, are not constant, but in genera! 
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dependd on the value of//, (and thus on B,e ) and on the temperature T. Anyway, we find as 

ourr 'basic equations' the equilibrium conditions: 

a// fH ~ ^ j n u f*i  = -ö /a pP (3-5) 

Inn fact, eq. 3.5 represents three sets of Nloi equations, one set for each of the components in 

thee jc-, v- or z-direction. The three sets have the same coefficient matrix, a, S,j - n^, and are 

(indirectly)) coupled because of the relation af fti=V/iFi (T, //,). The matrix is real and 

symmetric,, and consequently has real eigenvalues. The eigenvectors can be chosen to be 

real.. Stability requires that the eigenvalues are non-negative, in general positive. Following 

thee reasoning of Landau's theory of second-order phase transitions, we may expect that (in 

zeroo applied field) at a certain temperature one of the eigenvalues changes sign. The 

resultingg instability leads to a (change of) order. The ordering mode is determined by the 

eigenvectorr corresponding to the vanishing eigenvalue. Although the transitions described 

inn this way are of second order, in practice, of course, first-order transitions may occur, in 

particularr in case other interactions (e.g. magnetostriction) must be taken into account. 

Thee presentation given above is valid for any set of coupled 'local moments', so actually 

forr both amorphous and crystalline materials. Moreover, disregarding the rotational 

degeneracyy (which in the usual way can be circumvented by application of infinitesimal 

biass fields) in first instance a collinear ordering structure is expected to be formed, with in 

generall  an amplitude modulated spin structure. In second instance, this ordered structure 

mayy appear not to be stable, and more intricate, non-collinear structures may result. In fact, 

wee shall show in the next sections that in simple systems with translational symmetry 

so-calledd 'helical', equal moment, structures are preferred. 

Inn order to be more specific, we consider now a set of R-atoms (R = lanthanide, say, Gd) in 

thee paramagnetic regime, at low fields. The 'local free energy' of a lanthanide moment ft 

cann simply be approximated by F{T,fi) =  lMTICR)fj2, where CR is the appropriate Curie 

constant.. Hence, we have a, = =  T/CR for any atom /'. The exchange energy (eq. 3.3) can be 

writtenn in diagonalized form as Eex = -V2 £v nq /Aq, where /uq is the amplitude of the mode 

(eigenvector)) q. The eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix are Aq =(7VCR - nq). The critical 

temperaturee is Tcrj, = CR riq, where Q designates the lowest eigenvalue AQ, i.e. the highest 

eigenvaluee HQ of the exchange energy. The response to an applied homogeneous field B is 

collinear,, each mode responding with an amplitude Bcq /(T/CR - nq), where cq is the 

appropriatee projection coefficient. In case, like in systems with translational symmetry, the 
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overalll  interaction does not depend on the site /. i.e. X, nt! = n0, the homogeneous mode is 

ann eigenvector, with eigenvalue Ao = (77CR - n0). and the response to the applied 

homogeneouss field is now simply CR B/(T - 0P), where 6V [=  CR n0]  is the (paramagnetic or 

asymptotic)) Curie temperature. 

3.33 RT-models (translational symmetry) 

Inn this section we apply the 'generalized' approach to systems with translational symmetry. 

Forr simplicity, we consider a Bravais lattice containing N primitive unit cells, with a basis 

consistingg of one R atom (say. Gd) and one T unit (transition metal, representing the total 

momentt of the itinerant electrons inside the cell). 

Thee magnetic Fourier components are defined by 

mmxx(q)(q) = (\IN)YRftx{R)^qR (3.6a) 

^xiR)^xiR) = J^mx(q)tqR {X = R,T}  (3.6b) 

Sincee the magnetic moments are only defined at the Bravais lattice sites /?, the wave vector 

qq is confined to the first Brillouin zone. The reality of the magnetic moments f*x(R) in 

eq.. 3.6b requires mx(q)* = mx{ q), which is obviously the case (see eq. 3.6a). Notice that 

mmxx(q)(q) is real for the special points q = 0 (chosen as zone center) and q - KI2 f 0, where K 

iss a reciprocal-lattice vector (and thus KI2 is on the Brillouin zone boundary). 

Thee exchange energy (eq. 3.3) can now be expressed in the Fourier components: 

£exx =-V2Nl4qZx,ynX}{q)mx(q)my<-q) {X,Y=RJ} (3.7a) 

ii  o R 
nnXX\{q)\{q) = X/f nXo. YR e"  H (3.7b) 

here.. nXo. m - 'hj (see eq. 3.4) for / = XO, the X atom in cell 0, andy = YR, the F-atom in 

celll  R. Since we consider only Bravais lattices with inversion symmetry, nxriq) may be 

assumedd to be real. As expected, the energy expression is 'almost' diagonalized by the 

Fourierr transform. Furthermore, in case we restrict ourselves to the cases where a, = ÖR for any 

R-atomm /, and a-, = aT for any T-atom /, the basic equations (isotropic case) can be 

transformedd to 

[ÖRR -HRR(0)] mR(q) - nRT(q) mT(q) = Bapp(q) (3.8a) 
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-n-nRTRT{q)m{q)mRR{q){q) + [aT - n-niq)] mT(q) = B*pp(q) (3.8b) 

Thee Fourier components of the applied field are given by B'dpp(q) = ( l / A 0 l « S /p pe "1 9 j R, 

wheree Z?/?app is the value of the applied field in cell R. 

Forr each direction (x, v, z), the 2N coupled equations (see eq. 3.5, for the Mot = 2N atoms) 

aree reduced to N separate pairs of equations (eqs. 3.8a and 3.8b, for each of the N vectors q 

inn the first Brillouin zone). Again following the reasoning in the preceding section, we find 

thee following stability criteria: 

[a[aRR - nRR(q)] > 0 (3.9a) 

[a[aTT - rm(q)] > 0 (3.9b) 

det(tf)) = [OR -nRR(q)][aT - n-niq)] - nRT(q)2 > 0 (3.9c) 

det(<?)) is the determinant of the coefficient matrix of the pair of equations 3.8. 

Inn the preceding section it was stated that the eigenvectors could be chosen to be real. In 

thee present case, we introduce the real modes by combining the (complex: q * 0, KI2, K: 

reciprocall  lattice vector) modes mx(q) and mx(-q) as follows: 

ftxAq)ftxAq) = mx{q) + mx(-q); MxAq) = -i (mx(q) - mx(-q)) (3.10a) 

mmxx(q)(q) = MiftxAq) - i/txAq) ); m^q) = lMftxAq) + ipxM ) (3.10b) 

Forr the special points q = 0 and q = KI2 we have simply ftxAq) - wx(<jr), ftx.siq) = 0 

(orr rather not defined). In this notation, we have 

MxAq)=MxAq)= WN)ÏR/ix(Rj)cos{qRj) (3.11a) 

fixAq)fixAq) = (yN)ÏRMx(Rj) sHqRj) (3.1 lb) 

ftxfRj)ftxfRj) = I ? {MxAq) cos(qRj) + fiX,s{q) siniqRj)] (3.1 lc) 

Thee basic equations are now (recall: all nRj(q) are real) 

[a[aRR -/IRR(ï,)]/lR.t
,) - nRJ(q')/4jAq') = B™(q>) (3.12a) 

-n-nRTRT(q')MR,-(q')MR,- + [ai-rmiq^fiTAq') = B/pp{q') (3.12b) 

IflRR -nRR(q')]ftRAq') - nRT{q>)tnAq') = Bs*
pp(q>) [q'*0, K/2] (3.12c) 
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-«R-KO/IR.,, + \"i  - nT\(qy)]f*iAq')  = B^PW) W*0, K/2] (3.12d) 

Here,, q' may have the values ö, K/2 and. of the other q-values, only one of each 

combinationn q, -q. B/pp(q') and B^p(q') are the appropriate Fourier components of the 

appliedd field, in this notation. In most cases, the right hand sides do vanish, and the vectors 

f*R,c(q')f*R,c(q') and fiT.c(q') are collinear. as well as the vectors ftRjq') and fiT,s(q'). Notice that 

thee total number of equations is still the same (2N for each direction). Moreover, without 

losss of generality, we may restrict the considerations to 'modes' with orthogonal vectors 

//x.cc and jiX s. Other modes are identical, apart from phase shifts and/or rotations. 

Ann important special class of 'modes' is formed by the cases where the amplitudes juXx and 

jux.sjux.s are equal: these are the (single) 'equal moment' (EM) modes. In a limited number of 

casess (see Tung's thesis [4] for more details), a few single EM-modes can be combined to 

formm a more general EM-structure. 

Inn the present approach, EM-structures are of particular interest. Indeed, the fact that all 

atomss of the same kind (X) have equal moments does imply that they must have equal 

parameterss a, (= ax). Above, we have stipulated that this is a necessary condition for the 

simplificationn by Fourier transformation. Notice also, that this condition is always fulfilled 

inn the paramagnetic regime, where ax = T/Cx-

Att the ordering temperature, an ordering mode with q - Q will be formed (see above). In 

thee absence of other interactions (no crystal field, no magnetostriction and so on), the 

preferredd ordering structure will be determined by the higher order terms in the local free 

energies,, e.g. terms like lAbx\ftx(.R)\ and so on. In fact, for small ordering parameters 

(i.e.(i.e. just below the transition temperature), minimization of the free energy (restricted to 

thee indicated lower order terms) leads directly to the conclusion that \fixAQ)\ equals 

\ftx.s(Q)\-\ftx.s(Q)\- In other words, 'equal moment' modes are preferred in these 'locally isotropic' 

systems. . 

Wee now consider the combination of the homogeneous mode q = 0, induced by an applied 

homogeneouss field B, and the 'ordering mode' q - Q. A single EM-mode is completely 

determinedd by its wave vector q and the vectors f4R,c(q) and ^j.Aq)- To simplify the 

notationn we may drop the index "c" and refer to these vectors as n&(q) and //T(<7)> 

respectively.. The 0-mode vectors ^R(Ö) and fij(O) are collinear with the applied field B, 

whichh we choose to point in the ^-direction. Then, the magnetic vectors of the ordering 

modee should remain (rotate) in the vv-plane in order to have an EM-structure still. So, 
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actuallyy helical waves are formed. Moreover, for a determination of the properties of this 

system,, we need only the equilibrium conditions for the two relevant modes, i.e. 

[a[aRR-n-nRRRR(Q)](Q)]MRMR(Q)(Q) - nRT(Q)M7(Q) =0 (3.13a) 

-nRr(Q)^R(Q)-nRr(Q)^R(Q) + [aT-nTT(Q)]MT(Q) =0 (3.13b) 

[«R-HRR(0)]/*R(0)) - nRJ(0)MT(0)=B (3.14a) 

-HRT(Ö)/*R(Ö)) +tflT-«TT(0)]//-K0) =B (3.14b) 

Inn eqs. 3.13a and 3.13b, juR(Q) and ^ T ( Ö) represent the amplitudes of the R- and T-

componentss of the ordering wave (non-zero in case det(ö) = 0). In the present, simplified, 

situation,, we identify JUR(Q) and jU-KQ) with the corresponding .v-components of the moments 

inn the cell R-0. 

Inn eqs. 3.14a and 3.14b, we consider first the case det(0) >0. Then, in an analogous way, 

//R(0)) and fXi(0) are identified with the corresponding z-components of the moments in 

celll  R = 0 (B is taken to point in the ^-direction; the components are non-zero in case B > 0). 

Inn case det(0) = 0 for non-zero B, the two equations 3.14a and 3.14b must be identical, 

soo we have [aR -HRR(0)] = -MRT(0) = [«T - «TT(0)1 > 0. With these fixed values of aR and 

aaTT,, we may exclude the co-existence with a (?-mode (det(ö) > 0. apart from, say, incidental 

degeneracy).. Notice also, that for both components, R and T, the condition 

axax Mx=VpFx(T, fix) should have a stable solution, like in the case of local moments of 

fixedd magnitude. Then, we find the well-known linear relationship for the familiar two-

sublatticee RT-model (with antiferromagnetic RT-coupling, /ÏRT(0) < 0): 

M=ftM=ft RR(0)(0) +M0) = /M*RT(0) I . 

Thiss 'zero-mode' bending process must not be confused with the similar 'bending' process 

inn the ordered region, where the Q-mode is gradually suppressed by the increasing applied 

fields,, although eventually the same (paramagnetic) situation results, where the moments 

aree forced to be parallel. 

Inn this chapter we focus attention on the co-existence of a helical (ordering) mode Q and 

thee induced 0 mode. So, we shall ignore this non-collinear 0-mode behavior in the 

following,, although in the actual computing program the occurrence of this possibility is 

dulyy checked. In short, we are left with two pairs of equations, one pair describing the 

(ratioo of the) jc-components, the other pair yielding the z-components. The pairs of 

equationss are implicitly coupled, because aR depends on piR' [=  /uR̂ ~ + piR,,~], and cij 
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dependss on y.-f [= /ujf + /uj.f]. In the next section, this situation is worked out in more 

detaill  by giving explicit expressions for aR and aj. In fig. 3.1 we show a possible way in 

whichh the R and T moments are forced to become parallel eventually by increasing the 

appliedd field, for different temperatures. 
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Figuree 3.1. Display of magnetic moments in a weakly interacting R-T system in different applied 

magneticc fields for different temperatures. For the chosen parameters, we have 7N = 13 K. 

Thee antiferromagnetic RT-interaction is arbitrarily chosen to be rather weak in order to 

demonstratee (exaggerate) the non-collinear orientation of the moments. Recall that this 

patternn must be imagined to rotate with the wave vector Q through the lattice, and that there 

iss no relation between the direction of the moments (as determined by the applied-field 

direction)) and the direction of the wave vector. 

Beforee proceeding, however, we want to show the relationship between the formalism 

presentedd above and some other, well-known, formalisms to describe ordered systems 

consistingg of one kind of spins. As mentioned in the introduction, in the standard 

formalismm the division in sublattices has to be indicated at the start. Here, we restrict the 

discussionn to the standard two-sublattice model for antiferromagnetic order in a system of 

R-atomss with translational symmetry. In our formalism, we start by ignoring the coupling 

too the itinerant band {e.g. by assuming aj to be infinitely large), thus reducing our 
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basicc equations to [ÖR - nRR(Q)]piR̂ {Q) = 0 and [aR -nRR(0)]/tR(0) = B. Moreover, the 

standardd antiferromagnetic order corresponds to Q = Kil. leading to the formation of the 

twoo sublattices, with magnetic moments given by (dropping the subscript R): 

M\M\ = [M(Q)+M(0)]\ Hi= [-fi(Q)+fi(0)]; 

Inn the ordered region, we have aR = n(Q), and thus //(Ö) = BI[n{Q) -n(0)]. In the 

paramagneticc (or 'forced parallel') structure fi(Q) vanishes and^/(0) can be calculated self-

consistentlyy using the Weiss Field approach (Brillouin function) [6]. In the standard two-

sublatticee model, the molecular field (at subl. 1) can be written as «n (Vifi\) + n\2i}/ifi 2), 

thee factor Vi reducing the actual local moment to the 'magnetization', i.e. the moment per 

Gd.. Comparison with n(Q)fi{Q) + n(0)fi(0) = [n(Q) + rc(0)]//,/2+ [-n(Q) + n(0)]fi2!2, leads 

to o 

nnuu=[n(Q)=[n(Q)  + n(0)]; n]2 = -[n(Q) - n(0)} « 0). 

Thee 'equilibrium conditions' in the standard two-sublattice model are 

[a-Virtu]// ii  -Vi n\2fi2 = B (3.15a) 

-- Vm\2fi\ + [a - l/2n\\]ft2 = B (3.15b) 

AA non-collinear solution (order) is only possible (again) in case these equations are 

identical,, i.e. a -Vi nn = -Vi n\2 (> 0), yielding the familiar expression 

ftft =  l/2(ji\ +//2) = B/\ni2\ {per Gd}  in the ordered state (T < TN ), 

evidentlyy coinciding with the expression given above, fi(0) = B/[n(Q) -n(0)]. 

Thee critical temperature, 7N, can be found by putting a = T/C (for vanishing field B), and 

thenn solving det(eq. 3.15) = 0, leading to 7N = ViC{ n\\ - n\2} = Cn(Q), in accordance with 

ourr earlier result. In an analogous way, the asymptotic Curie temperature can be expressed 

d&6d&6 = ¥iC(nu +n]2) = Cn(0). 

Itt is illustrative to view this two-sublattice model in still another, equivalent, way, i.e. by 

assuming,, in our approach with two atoms per cell, that the T-atom behaves as or actually 

iss an R atom. In the literature, such models have been applied extensively. In our 

formalism,, these two-sublattice models must be described as an ordering zero mode 

(q(q = 0). Only eqs. 3.14a and 3.14b survive. In case the two species of atoms are identical 

thesee equations are simplified to the eqs. 3.15a and 3.15b. 
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Thee present description shows straightforwardly a way to determine the moments 

precisely,, namely from the self-consistent calculation of the aR and cij values (as worked 

outt in the next section). 

3.44 Calculation of magnetization for Gd moments interacting with 

(T-)bandd electrons 

Inn this section we consider again the simplified description of a RT Bravais lattice given in 

thee preceding section, the R-atoms taken to be Gd atoms in order to justify the absence of 

crystal-fieldd effects. Now, the local response of the R-atom at site j is assumed to be 

describedd by the hamiltonian 

WjWj = Wj,ex -Bdpp [-gaJMB] = Bf [-SG6JJ\IB] (3.16) 

Inn fact, for the EM-modes under consideration, it suffices to treat the cell R = 0, only. 

Thee local response of the band (represented by the T-atom in the preceding section), we 

assumee the 'Arrot plot' relation (for the 'local' band) [7]: 

aj{m,T)aj{m,T) = ÖOT + {Vian + --)T2 + (boT + ...)m2 + cTm
4 + dTm

6...[ = Bjet1 Im] (3.17) 

mm is the local (T-)moment: nr = ptjiO)" + /HT(Q)~. JUT(0) being the (induced) --component 

andd fiiiQ)  the x-component (see preceding section). The T~ dependence, for an itinerant 

bandd ascribed to Stoner excitations as mentioned in section 1.2, is adopted for the lowest 

orderr co-efficient only (in the present version of the calculating program). 

Thee calculation is performed self-consistently, roughly in the following way. First, the 

existencee of an ordering Q-mode is ignored, and, for a given initial set [CIR, cij}  eqs. 3.14a 

andd 3.14b are solved. Then, the effective field in eq. 3.16 is determined as well as m in eq. 

3.17.. Application of quantummechanics (i.e. resulting in the Brillouin function, of course) 

yieldss then a new value of OR, whereas eq. 3.17 yields a new value for «T, and so on. For 

thee eventually resulting set {ÜR. cij}  det((?) is calculated. In case det((?) < 0, a new aR value 

iss taken, such that det(Q) = 0. Application of eqs. 3.14a and 3.14b now yields the z-

components.. Subsequently, eqs. 3.13a and 3.13b yield the jf-components, and, again, new 

valuess for {OR, aj) can be determined, and so on. 

Obviously,, as presented here, the model may have an impressively large number of fitting 

parameters.. Some of these parameters, however, are intended for future applications or to 
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anticipatee generalizations. For instance, the higher order terms {the 4l and the 6' , etc.) in 

eq.. 3.17 are necessary to cover cases where the itinerant band would show metamagnetic 

andd weakly ferromagnetic behavior. In the present application, we take a0j > 0, and cT = 

djdj = 0. Moreover, the molecular-field parameter nrr(0) can be absorbed into a0j7 in case no 

explicitt band calculations are performed. 

Althoughh also gGd is considered to be a fitting parameter (in order to account for intra-

atomicc 4f-5d polarization), in the present application we take god = 2. 

Inn order to reduce the number of 'free' parameters further, we use starting parameters 

derivedd from experiments: 

-- Since 7N can be determined accurately from specific-heat data, nRR(Q) is calculated (for 

givenn AIRT(Ö) > <̂ OT, «2T and MTT(S) ) from: d e t (0 = 0 at T= 7N (paramagnetic, fiapp = 0). 

-- At low temperatures, the R-moments can be saturated in high fields. Then, the variation 

off  the (experimentally determined) total magnetic moment with aplied field determines 

#OTT - HTT(0) accurately enough, and also may indicate a value for the coefficient bj. 

-- Moreover, from this approximation to the high-field magnetization data, one can derive 

thee field (say fiapp = Bsat) at which the molecular field acting on the itinerant band is 

compensatedd by the applied field, i.e. MT = 0, M = MR
sa\ so nRT(0) = Ssat/MR

sal. 

-- In the present application, the parameter «2T is only relevant at high temperatures, and is 

determinedd by 'fine tuning' of the reciprocal susceptibility in the paramagnetic region. 

-- In practice, the parameter WRR(0) can be determined rather well by fitting to the initial part 

off  the low-temperature magnetization curve (say, the 'bending' part in the ordered region). 

Remainingg 'free parameters' are WRT(Ö) a n^ HTT(S)- In practice, reasonable agreement 

betweenn calculated curves and experimental data can be obtained in a wide range of values 

forr these parameters (i.e. for 'sets' (WRR(Ö), HRR(ÖX HRT(ÖX «TT(Ö)}) . This feature should 

bee taken into account when comparing the fitting results for a series of compounds, for 

instance.. So one may choose vanishing values for HRT(Ö) m a comparison of /IRR(Ö) 

values,, or the other way round. 

Insteadd of demonstrating here the calculations of the magnetic moment contributions in the 

RTT coupled systems as functions of the applied magnetic field and temperature, the reader 

iss referred to the fitting results obtained for the magnetic data of various Gd compounds, 

whichh are presented in chapters 4 and 5. 
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3.55 Free-energy considerations: calculation of the specific heat 

Ourr model can be regarded as a member of the big family of models, which describe the 

systemm under consideration as an assembly of coupled 'local units'. In principle, the 

propertiess of the local units are calculated exactly, either by performing a quantum-

mechanicall  calculation or by assuming a phenomenological analytic expression. The 

couplingg between the units is treated in some approximation, in our case in the molecular-

fieldd approach. In these models, the total free energy and, in particular, the specific heat 

shouldd be calculated with some care, in order to avoid double counting, and so on. In this 

section,, we address this problem in its simplest form, by assuming the presence of only 

two,, magnetic, 'units', characterized by their magnetic moments M\ and M2, placed in an 

externall  field B. In order to analyze the problem, we assume that the free energy of each 

locall  entity can be defined as a function of its magnetic moment (e.g. by using restricted 

ensembles).. Incorporating explicitly the volume V (representing any strain) and the 

temperaturee T, the local free energy of unit 1 is written as F\(T;V,M\), and so on. The total 

Gibbss free energy G(T,P,B) is now written as a function f(T,P,B;V,M],M2>* where it is 

understoodd that the variables after the semicolon, i.e. V, M, and M2, have to be replaced by 

thee corresponding functions of the variables T, P, and B : 

G(T,P,B)G(T,P,B) = f(T,P,B;V,M],M2) 

==  F0(T;V) +Fi(T;V,M\)-BM]+ F2(T;VM2)-B M2 - nr_M{M2 + P V (3.18) 

withh df/dV - df/dM\ = df/dM2 = 0, so, e.g. V = V(T,P:MUM2) and, eventually 

V=V= V(T,P,B), and so on. A possible volume or temperature dependence of the molecular-

fieldfield parameter n]2 is ignored. The non-magnetic background is given by F0(T;V). The 

entropy,, is given by 

S(T,P,B)=S(T,P,B)= -dG(T,P,B)/jT = -df/dT -df/dV&vm -df/dM,dMi/&T -df/dM2dV/dT 

==  -df/JT + 0. 

Hence e 

S(T,P,B)S(T,P,B) = S0(T;V) + SrfT;V,M\) + S2(T;V,M2) (3.19a) 

SJT;VSJT;VrrM,)M,) = - 3FS(T;VMS)/Jr {s = 0. 1.2}  (3.19b) 
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Thee main point here is that we have (also) distinct contributions to the specific heat 

C,, = TdSs(T;V,Ms)/dTlpB {s = 0, 1, 2}  (3.20a) 

cmcm no = -Td2F,/ar2 -ad2F,/drdM  ̂dMjdj -(Td2Fs/drdv) dv/dr 0.20b) 

Wee ignore the V dependence in the following. 

Noticee that the derivatives are taken with respect to the 'local free energy' only: the 

appliedd field and the molecular fields do not enter explicitly. 

Lett us now apply this reasoning to the RT-model above, specifying 'rare earth units' 

containingg an atom R, and 'transition metal units" containing an atom T. Then the 'local 

freefree energy' FR(T,MR) contains only the entropy term -TS: 

FFRR(T,MR)(T,MR) = H ^ A / R V C R + L/4MR
4/DR + -R\nW], 

wheree W is the multiplicity, W = 2JR+\. The expansion in terms of MR
2 should not be 

regardedd as an approximation, since, for this unit, the quantum-mechanical calculation is 

carriedd out straightforwardly. In the total (free) energy, the other terms involving the 

parameterr MR are 

-V2-V2 nRR MR
2 -B MR - nR1 MTMR =- BR

cfi MR + Vz nRR MR
2, 

where e 

BBRR
nn'' = B +nRRMR + nRTMT (3.21) 

Thee exchange interaction with the other R-units is taken into account here. Notice the 

'correctionn term' +V2 nRR MR
2, inherent to the molecular-field approximation (see eq. 3.1 b). 

Indeed,, the energy <<^ioc> equals - BR
ftMR and thus overestimates the RR-exchange 

terms. . 

Accordingg to eq. (3.20), the specific heat of the R-part is given by 

CR(T)CR(T){PB{PB = -BR
effdMR(T)/dT (3.22) 

Forr the T-part we use again eq. 3.17. Then, in the local free energy, only the term 

1/2«2T7^^T22 does explicitly depend on the temperature. With d2Fj/dT2 = VÏUU M-f\ and 

dd22Fj/dTdMjFj/dTdMj = «2T TMj, we find 

CCTT(T)(T) = -T(Vi«2T MT
2) -an T2 MTdMT(T)/dT (3.23) 
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Thee first term on the right hand side is the so-called Wohlfarth correction to the (linear) 

specific-heatt coefficient, y. obtained from the background'F0(T,P;V) = -Vi yT2+ .... 

Thee second term (-7°) is often ignored, but should be taken into account for a consistent 

treatment,, for instance to get jdT(CT/T) = 0 for 5 = 0 [8]. In our application, however, the 

T-partt contribution to the specific heat is quite negligible in most cases. 

3.66 Specific-heat curves for equal moment modes 

Itt is well known that in the case that only one kind of magnetic atom is present, for equal-

momentt modes (in the ordered region) the specific-heat curves are completely determined 

byy one parameter, e.g. the Néel temperature. Indeed, above we have shown that in our 

formalismm for such a system the basic equations are reduced to [aR - nRR(Q)] /JRJQ) = 0 

andd [«R-/ !RR(0)] ,«R(0) = B. The Néel temperature fixes the molecular-field parameter 

I'RR(Q)I'RR(Q) via 7N = CnRR{Q). In the ordered region, we have aR(T. MR) = nRR(Q), independent 

off  the temperature, and independent of any 'bending' caused by the applied field B. This 

meanss that the effective field BR
et\ MR(T) and the specific heat are unique functions of 

temperature,, depending only on one parameter nRR(Q) or 7"N, independent of the Q vector 

andd the applied field B. 
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Figuree 3.2. Temperature dependence of the Figure 3.3. Temperature dependence of the 

magneticc specific heat of a hypothetical system magnetic specific heat of a hypothetical system 

withh a total angular momentum of the rare earth with a total angular momentum of the rare earth 

7 = 1.. y = 8. 
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Forr the interacting RT-system. we have CIR(JMR) = nRR(Q) + nRT(Qy/aT(ZMj). Again, the 

intrinsicc magnetization MR(T), and thus the specific-heat curve, is not expected to be 

appreciablyy affected, unless the RT-coupling is relatively strong and the temperature or 

magnetizationn dependence of the band part is strong too. 

Inn the next two chapters, the calculations for the specific heat of the antiferromagnetic Gd 

compoundss are shown. These CIT curves exhibit a clear maximum (like a 'Schottky 

anomaly')) below the magnetic ordering temperature. In order to elucidate the origin of this 

peak,, we calculated the specific heat for two hypothetical systems with the quantum 

numberr J of the rare earth being 1 and 8, respectively. Apart from nRR, the band and 

exchangee parameters are chosen as those derived for GdCu2Ge2 (see chapter 4). The 

exchangee parameter nRR is fixed by taking the Néel temperature to be the same for both 

casess (TN=  13 K). The occurrence of this maximum appears to depend on the multiplicity 

(1 /RR + 1) of the rare earth R. In figs. 3.2 and 3.3, it is shown that the hump is scarcely 

visiblee for a low multiplicity value and very distinct for a high value such as that for Ho. 
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